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Control of iron(II)-tris(2,2’-bipyridine) light-induced
excited-state trapping via external electromagnetic
fields
M. Alías-Rodríguez,*,[a] M. Huix-Rotllant,*,[a]

Photoinduced spin crossover reactions in iron pyridinic
complexes allow the iron’s low-to-high spin transition in
a sub-picosecond timescale. Employing a recently de-
veloped model for [Fe(2, 2′−bipyridine)3]2+ photochemi-
cal spin-crossover reaction in conjunction with quantum
wavepacket dynamics, we explore the possibility of control-
ling the reaction through external electromagnetic fields,
aiming at stabilizing the initial metal-to-ligand charge trans-
fer states. We show that simple Gaussian-shaped electro-
magnetic fields have a minor effect on the population ki-
netics. However, introducing vibrationally excited initial
wavepacket representations allow to maintain trapped the
population into the metal-to-ligand charge transfer states.
Using optimal control theory, we propose an electromag-
netic field shape that increases the lifetime of metal-to-
ligand charge transfer states. These results open the route
for controlling the iron photochemistry through the action
of external electric fields.

Introduction
Spin crossover (SCO) reactions in organometallic complexes
are attractive for their potential applications in data stor-
age, displays and molecular electronics, etc. [1] Among them,
iron-based complexes attract a particular interest since pro-
viding a cost-effective and environmental-friendly metal sub-
stitution. There is a growing interest in controlling iron
complexes photochemistry, especially for applications like
photoredox catalysis. [2] An obvious strategy is to substitute
nobel metals by iron keeping the archetypal polypyriyl com-
plexes that act as photocatalysts. [2] However, despite the
excellent photocatalytic activity of for example [Ru(bpy)3]2+

(bpy=2,2′-bipyridine) due to a trapping of in metal-to-ligand
charge transfer (MLCT) states for 580 ns, [3,4] [Fe(bpy)3]2+

undergoes an ultrafast sub- picosecond low- to high-spin
conversion upon light absorption with no catalytic activ-
ity. [5,6] Understanding the photochemical mechanisms of iron
complexes is therefore fundamental for controlling their re-
activity in the excited state through chemical substitution.
Despite the intense research on the well-known examples like
[Fe(bpy)3]2+, their light-induced excited spin-state trapping
(LIESST) reaction mechanism has been a matter of in-
tense debate for both theoretical and experimental litera-
ture. [7–22] In [Fe(bpy)3]2+, light absorption to the lowest-
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energy bright singlet metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT)
triggers a quantum nuclear wavepacket that rapidly converts
into triplet MLCT in a sub-50 fs process. [11,21,22] Concomi-
tantly, a 3MLCT→3T1 internal conversion to the triplet
metal-centered (MC) states happens in around 100-150 fs af-
ter photon absorption. [10,12,13,21,22] In the MC state, the in-
tersystem crossing to the lowest high spin state (5T2) starts
to build up after 50 fs and a kinetic constant of around 250
fs. [10,12,13,21,22]

Long-lived MLCT state in iron complexes have been mainly
pursued by designing new ligands. Such approach has shown
an increase of the lifetime of MLCT states from tens of ps
up to few nanosecond with respect to the sub-ps decay of
[Fe(bpy)3]2+. [21,23–27] Here, we explore an alternative route
for trapping the excited state lifetime by employing shaped
laser pulses. [28] Indeed, a tailored laser pulse can maximize
the population on certain electronic states. For the particu-
lar case of [Fe(bpy)3]2+, photocatalytic activity of any iron
complex could be attained by a laser pulse that blocks the
evolution of quantum nuclear wavepackets to the unreactive
MC states of iron that rapidly evolves to the quintets. For
this purpose, we develop a quantum wavepacket dynamics
model of [Fe(bpy)3]2+ (with an extremely short MLCT life-
time) under laser fields. The model is based on the recently
model hamiltonian for spin crossover developed in Ref. 21.
We explore first the effect on the quantum dynamics from
a wavepacket prepared from a pump Gaussian-shaped laser
pulse excitation on the MLCT band. We then explore the
effect of an initial vibrational excitation prior to the Gaus-
sian pump laser. Finally, we employ optimal control theory
to design a laser that allows the trapping of the excited state
population. [29,30]

Methodology
Multi-configuration time-dependent
Hartree
We employed the multi-configuration time-dependent Hartree
(MCTDH) method to perform the wavepacket quantum dy-
namics. This is widely explained in the literature [31] and
only a brief explanation will be given here. MCTDH is
based on the following wave function ansatz to solve the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation.

Ψ(q1, ..., qf , t) =
∑
J

AJ(t)ΦJ(q1, ..., qf , t) (1)

where f are the degrees of freedom for the system, J is a
composite index J = j1...jf , AJ are the time-dependent co-
efficients and ΦJ the time and coordinate-dependent Hartree
products of single-particle-functions (SPFs).
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ΦJ =

f∏
k=1

φjk(Qk, t) (2)

At the same time, the SPFs are formed by linear combi-
nations of primitive basis, called discrete variable represen-
tation (DVR). The DVR corresponds to the lowest energy
solutions of the harmonic oscillator of each coordinate.

φ
(k)
j (Qk, t) =

nk∑
k=1

a
(k)
kj (t)χ

(k)
j (Qk) (3)

The multi-set formalism has been used to study the dif-
ferent electronic states. In this approach, a different wave
function is employed for each electronic state.

Ψ(q1, q2, ..., α, t) =

σ∑
α=1

Ψ(α)|α⟩ (4)

where α runs over the different electronic states.
This allows a more efficient wave function because SPFs

adapt better to each electronic state and fewer configura-
tions are necessary.

Model Hamiltonian for the Fe(bpy)3
photoinduced spin crossover
We used the 9D model Hamiltonian including the main vi-
brational modes of [Fe(bpy)3]2+ generated in our previous
study. [21] Figure 2 shows the set of vibrational modes that
is formed by the reaction coordinate, a combined mode
connecting the LS and HS minima, two Fe-N asymmet-
ric stretching, and six high-frequency modes associated to
stretchings on the bipyridine units. In the model, we in-
cluded the lowest 13 singlets (GS, 9 MLCT and 3MC states),
15 triplets (6MC and 9 MLCT states), and 3 quintets. The
model Hamiltonian is described as follows:

Ĥ(q) = T̂N (q)1n + V̂ (q) (5)
where T̂N is the nuclear kinetic energy, 1n is the unit matrix
of n-dimension (n being the number of electronic states) and
V̂ contains the potential of the electronic states along each
mode and the couplings among them.

The nuclear kinetic energy operator is a diagonal oper-
ator, with the following shape in mass-frequency weighted
coordinates

T̂N = −
∑
i

ωi

2

∂2

∂q2i
(6)

where ωi is the ground state frequency for each normal
mode. The potential V̂ is defined in a diabatic basis as

V̂ (q) =
∑
nn′

(
V nn(q)δnn′ + V nn′

NAC(q) + V nn′
SOC

) ∣∣n⟩⟨n′∣∣ (7)

The diagonal term of the potential operator is described
as

V nn(q) = En +
∑
i

(
κn,iqi +

λn,i

2!
q2i +

µn,i

3!
q3i +

γn,i

4!
q4i

)
(8)

where κn,i, λn,i, µn,i and γn,i are the linear, quadratic, cu-
bic, and quartic terms, respectively, for state n along mode
i.

The off-diagonal terms of the Hamiltonian are split into
non-adiabatic couplings (NACs) and spin-orbit couplings
(SOCs).
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Figure 1. (top) Schematic representation of the [Fe(bpy)3]2+ struc-
ture in the ground state; (bottom) Diabatic potential energies along
the reaction coordinate. Singlet and triplet 1,3MLCT states are rep-
resented as bands in blue, the 1A1 is drawn in orange, 3MC in black,
and HS in purple. The electric field (yellow) drives the wavepacket
in the 1MLCT band.
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Figure 2. Representation of the vibrational modes included in the
model Hamiltonian.
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V nn′
SOC = ⟨n| ĤSO

∣∣n′〉 (9)

V nn′
NAC(q) =

∑
i

αnn′
i qi (10)

The V nn′
SOC are the coordinate-independent terms couplings

singlets, triplets, and quintets. The diabatic potential, V nn,
and the V nn′

NAC are coordinate-dependent parameters obtained
by a fitting procedure of the adiabtic surfaces within each
spin multiplicity. Further information about the construc-
tion of the model Hamiltonian may be found in Ref. 21.

Radiation external field
The light-matter interaction term for the semiclassical Hamil-
tonian within the dipole approximation is described as

Hnn′
FLD = −µ⃗nn′ · E⃗(t) (11)

where µ⃗ij is the transition dipole moment vector between
the pair of states i and j, and E⃗(t) is the time-dependent
electric field vector. This term is added to the model Hamil-
tonian defined in Eq. 5. Two different definitions of the time-
dependent electric field have been employed. The simplest
electric field considers a constant frequency corresponding
to the excitation energy of the bright states,

E⃗(t) = E⃗0e
−t2/2σ2

cos(
2π

T0
t) (12)

where the initial electric field is set to E⃗0 = (0.079, 0.079, 0)
in a.u., T0 is 1.56 fs, the period associated to the energy of
S7 and S8 and σ is 5 fs, a parameter to modulate the laser
attenuation. In addition, we consider the effect of a chirped
electric field with varying ressonant frequency,

E⃗chirp(t) =E⃗0e
−t2/2σ2

(Θ(t)cos(ω1(t)t) + Θ(−t)cos(ω2(t)t)
(13)

in which ω1(t) =
2π
T0

+ [ 2π
T1

− 2π
T0

]e(−t/p3)
2

and ω2(t) =
2π
T0

+

[ 2π
T2

− 2π
T0

]e(−t/p3)
2

. Here, T1 and T2 are the periods asso-
ciated with the waves with a wavelength of ± 20 nm with
respect to T0, θ(t) and θ(t) are the Heaviside and reverse
Heaviside step functions, respectively.

The plots of the time-dependent electric-field in the time
and frequency regimes are shown in Figure S2 of the sup-
porting information.

Computational details
The dynamics are run using MCTDH (8.4.21 version of Hei-
delberg package). [32] The multi-set formalism was employed
to more accurately represent the flexibility for each state in
the model. Table 1 summarize the set-up used for the sim-
ulation, i.e. the number of SPFs for each electronic state
in each mode grouped by their spin-multiplicity (singlet,
triplet or quintet) and character (MLCT or MC), the num-
ber of primitive basis and the grid along each mode. De-
tailed information about the obtaining of the parameters
for the model Hamiltonian may be found in the Supporting
Information of our previous work. [21]

In the last section, we optimised a laser to maximize the
population of the MLCT states. To this aim, we have used
the optimal control formalism implemented in MCTDH pack-
age. [33] The target function is the population of the 1MLCT

Table 1. Set-up of the MCTDH simulation: ni represent the number
of primitive basis functions, the grid limits are expressed in adimen-
sional MFWC and Ni are the number of SPFs for each electronic
state. Modes combined are represented together.

Mode ni Grid lim.
Ni

1A1 / 3MC 5T2MLCT
RC 73 -4.0 20.0 5 10 25

MC JT 49 -6.0 6.0 10 10 1049 -6.0 6.0

MLCT JT1
25 -4.0 4.0 10 10 1025 -4.0 4.0

MLCT t.1 25 -4.0 4.0 4 4 4

MC JT2
25 -4.0 4.0 10 10 1025 -4.0 4.0

MLCT t.2 25 -4.0 4.0 4 4 4

states, which is maximized at 50 fs varying the electric field
and using as initial guess the chirped electric field employed
in the previous calculations. The optimization is computa-
tionally demanding, therefore, we did it in a reduced model
without including the quintet states and using a smaller nu-
clear basis set with only 3 SPFs for each electronic state
along each mode. The electric field obtained is used after-
wards in the complete model using a nuclear basis set of
5 SPFs for each electronic state in reaction coordinate and
Jahn-Teller modes and 4 SPFs for the tunning modes.

Results and Discussion
Results are divided in three sub-sections. In the following
section, we will study the effect of an initial vibrational ex-
citation prior to the UV-visible excitation. Finally, we will
employ optimal control to efficiently design lasers to maxi-
mize the population on the MLCT band and the HS state.

Laser effect on photodynamics of Fe(bpy)3
Here, we include a UV/vis laser pump pulse to determine
the effect on the ultrafast SCO mechanism of Fe(bpy)3. In
a previous study, we studied this mechanism by directly
placing a wavepacket in the excited state as initial con-
dition (delta pulse). [21] The dynamics were started from
the lowest-energy singlet MLCT bright states. The pro-
posed deactivation pathway occurs in a sequential mecha-
nism: 1MLCT−→3MLCT−→3MC−→5T2. The population from
1MLCT states was rapidly transferred to the 3MLCT band
in less than 50 fs. Subsequently, population of 3MC states
occur mainly via internal conversion (IC) from 3MLCT and
also via intersystem crossing (ISC) from 1MLCT to a lesser
extend. The 3MC population is finally transferred to 5T2

state. [21]

In the first step of the dynamics, the wavepacket placed in
the 1MLCT states evolves rapidly within the MLCT mani-
fold. This process is assisted by the high-frequency modes,
which are C-C and C-N stretchings in the bipyridine lig-
ands. These modes are activated to stabilize the extra neg-
ative charge on the ligands transferred from the metal in the
MLCT states. This allows a very fast cascade relaxation in
a region of multiple crossings between states. Consequently,
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the population of the 3MC states grows concomitant to the
decay of the MLCT band in the first 50 fs of the dynam-
ics. Triplet MC states may receive population via IC and a
smaller portion through the ISC directly from the 1MLCT
band. The 3MC states exhibit an electron configuration
with an electron in the eg orbitals, which have σ∗ character
along Fe-N bond. Population on these 3MC states activate
the reaction coordinate and MC JT modes because they
affect Fe-N stretchings and may stabilize these states.

This dynamical mechanism could be affected depending
on how the initial wavepacket is prepared. For this rea-
son, we performed the simulations by explicitly including
the laser pump. This is done by introducing an extra light-
matter interaction term between the transition dipole mo-
ments and the external time-dependent electric field. Two
different lasers are tested with our Fe(bpy)2+3 model. The
first one is a “non-chirped” laser (see Eq. 12) with a fixed
frequency tuned to correspond to the excitation energy of
the bright singlet states. The second is a “chirped” laser
pulse (see Eq. 13) with a varying frequency and an energy
width of 40 nm centered at the same frequency as the “non-
chirped” laser. Both lasers are enveloped with a Gaussian
function with a time window of 40 fs, that increases the
width of the lasers in the frequency domain (see Fig. S2 in
the SI). The quantum dynamics simulations using the two
different analytical lasers leads to nearly identical evolution
of populations (Fig. S3 in SI). Hereafter, we will discuss
only the chirped laser results. For the sake of comparison,
we normalized the population on the excited states, exclud-
ing the population trapped in the singlet ground state.

0
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0.8

1

0 50 100 150 200 250 300
Time [fs]

1MLCT
3MLCT

3T1
3T2
5T2

Figure 3. Time-evolution diabatic population. 1MLCT in blue,
3MLCT in green, 3T1 in black, 3T2 in red, and 5T2 in pink. Popu-
lations obtained after laser excitation (solid line) and kick excitation
(dashed line) from Ref. 21.

In Figure 3, we compare the evolution of the populations
with and without laser pulse. Overall, the evolution of the
diabatic population is nearly identical using a delta or a laser
excitation, which indicates the minor effect of the laser in
the photodynamics, despite the initial condition at the ini-
tial time is noticeably different. For the delta pulse, the
quantum dynamics simulation starts at time zero, at which
all the population is placed at 1MLCT states. In the laser
excitation, the time 0 is set at the maximum strength of the
time-dependent electric field. At negative times, large oscil-
lations between singlet and triplet MLCT state populations

are observed. This is because the population is normalized
with respect to the population transferred to the excited
states, which is residual at the initial time. The population
of the 1MLCT is around 90% at the initial time. This can be
interpreted in two different ways: (i) part of the population
is promoted to the 1MLCT at earlier times which is subse-
quently transferred triplet states producing the mentioned
picture; (ii) the presence of spin-orbit coupling in our model
leads to spin-mixed states, that can be populated directly
via dipole moment.

Effect of vibrationally excited wavepackets
In the previous section, the initial wavepacket was repre-
sented as the lowest-energy wavefunction of a quantum har-
monic oscillator along each normal mode. This leads to a
Gaussian-shaped wavepacket for each coordinate. In this
section, we investigate the effect of using first excited states
of the quantum harmonic oscillator, that is, the wavepacket
exhibits a node at the distance origin. Such quantum dy-
namics simulations would thus correspond to an initial vi-
brational infrared or Raman pump followed by the UV pump
that allows the electronic excitation from the electronic ground
state (for the infrared and Raman spectra of Fe(bpy)2+3 , see
Figure S1 of the supporting information). Our target here is
to trap the population on the MLCT band. For this reason,
we sum up the 1MLCT and 3MLCT populations (labeled
as MLCT), and the metal-centered triplets 3T1 with 3T2

(labeled as 3MC).
Figure 4 shows the evolution of population from quantum

dynamics starting from an initially wavepacket in which one
vibrational mode is excited at a time. We include modes
of different types such as reaction coordinate, Jahn-Teller
modes for MC and MLCT states and MLCT tuning modes.
The complete set of population evolutions from the dynam-
ics excited each vibrational mode can be found in the sup-
porting information (Fig. S4-S12).

For the reference calculations, the initial steps of the pho-
toprocess are governed by the relaxation within the MLCT
band, mainly assisted by the C-C and C-N stretching modes
on the bipyridine ligands. Therefore, a small effect is ex-
pected after vibrational excitations on the reaction coordi-
nate or MC Jahn-Teller in the evolution of the MLCT pop-
ulation. On the contrary, an important effect is foreseeable
when exciting MLCT JT or MLCT tuning modes. After
the transfer from the MLCT band to the 3MC states, the
latter relax along the reaction coordinate and Jahn-Teller
modes, where there is an effective crossing towards the 5T2

state. Consequently, we could hope a variation in this sec-
ond transfer, at larger time scales, when exciting reaction
coordinate or MC JT modes.

The vibrational excitation of the reaction coordinate or
the MC JT modes has almost no effect on the dynamics,
leading to the same evolution of the population as the refer-
ence calculation. There is only a variation at 150 fs with re-
spect to the reference, in which the population of the MLCT
band and 3MC states are slightly larger and the 5T2 slightly
smaller. The population trapped into the 3MC states acts
as a bottleneck, blocking the transfer from the MLCT band.
We attribute this to the excess of kinetic energy along these
modes decrease the lifetime in the 3MC minimum, where
the crossing towards quintet states is more efficient. This
effect is more important for the excitation of the reaction
coordinate than in MC JT mode because the former relaxes
the 3MC states and the formation of the high-spin state.
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Figure 4. Time-evolution diabatic population from the vibrationally
excited state (solid lines) and from the vibrationally ground state
(transparent line). The dynamics represent the excitation in the
reaction coordinate (top-left), MC Jahn-Teller (top-right), MLCT
Jahn-Teller (bottom-left) and MLCT tunning (bottom-right). All
the excitations have been carried out to the first vibrational excited
state.

At variance with the reaction coordinate and MC JT
mode excitation, the vibrational excitation of an MLCT JT
mode exhibits important differences with respect to the ref-
erence simulations. Starting at 50 fs, we observe a larger
populationin the MLCT band and a lower population trans-
fer to the 3MC and HS states with respect to the refer-
ence. Such modes are fundamental for the relaxation of
the wavepacket within the MLCT band and the consequent
transfer to the triplet MC states. The larger amount of ki-
netic energy difficults to reach that region and cause a higher
lifetime in the MLCT states. However, the excitation in the
MLCT tunning mode has a small effect in the population
trapped in the MLCT band. There is only a slight increase
in the population on the MLCT band at larger times. This
seems to indicate that the tuning modes play a minor role in
the relaxation of the MLCT band and they may only have a
small influence in the transfer of the remaining population
from the band at larger simulation times.

MLCT
k1

k−1

3MC
k2

k−2

5T2

Figure 5. First order kinetic mechanism considered for the fitting of
the diabatic population evolution in the full model Hamiltonian.

To quantify the effect on the dynamics, we fitted the
evolution of populations to the following first order kinetic
mechanism shown in Fig. 5. The results for the time con-
stants (τ = 1/k) are summarized in Table 2. For the first
part of the photoreaction, the population will get more
trapped on the MLCT band when the time constant of τ1
increases and the time constant of the inverse reaction τ−1

is decreased. For the second part of the photoreaciton, the
transfer from the 3MC states to the HS state is faster with
a small τ2 and a large time constant for the inverse reaction
τ−2. These time constants show that simulations starting
from a vibrationally excited state increase the lifetime of the
MLCT states.

From the population evolution, we observed that the amount

of population trapped in the MLCT band is larger when the
excitation is on the Jahn-Teller vibrational modes centered
on the bipyridine ligands. This trapping is not due to change
in τ1 (nearly identical for all simulations) that controls the
MLCT to MC transfer, but rather due to a faster back-
transfer from the MC to the MLCT band (decreased τ−1).
Such effect is more important for the MLCT tunning mode,
where the difference with respect to the reference occurs at
even larger time scale. From the second part of the pho-
toreaction, there is little effect of the vibrational excitations
of the wavepacket on the kinetic reates of transfer from the
3MC to the 5T2 states, comparing well with the reference
kinetic rates.

Table 2. Time constants (in fs) with the different initial excitations.

Initial vibrational wavefunction

ref. RC MC JT MLCT MLCT v∗
modJT1 t1

τ1 83 85 84 89 82 127
τ−1 316 264 268 170 227 82
τ2 82 99 99 79 84 69
τ−2 116 148 138 97 117 44

∗ vmod=[0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1].
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Figure 6. Time-evolution diabatic population from the
vmod=[0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1] vibrationally excited state (solid lines) and
from the vibrationally ground state (transparent line).

We conclude this section by performing a wavepacket sim-
ulation in which several vibrational modes are excited simul-
taneously as a combination band. These simulations are
shown in Figure 6, where the initial vibrational wavepacket
is prepared on the first excited state in all the bipyridine vi-
brational normal modes (further details may be found in the
SI (Fig. S13-S14)). We observe that the increase of MLCT
population observed for each mode separately is actually
additive. In this simulation, the transfer from the MLCT
band rapidly decrease and almost half of the population re-
main trapped in the MLCT band at 300 fs. Consequently,
the population in the 3MC and 5T2 is much smaller than
in the vibrationally ground state simulations. These results
are also quantified in terms of time constants in Table 2.
The combination band exhibits the larger τ1 and the smaller
τ−1 for the inverse reaction. These promising results may
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open a new route to achieve long-lived MLCT states in iron
complexes.

Optimal control designed electric field
In this final section, we employ optimal control theory to
optimise a time-dependent electric pulse that can trap the
population in the MLCT band. This would extend the ap-
plicability of current iron-based organometallic complexes
for photocatalytic applications, without the need to chemi-
cally modify the structure. The optimized a time-dependent
electric field as well as the evolution of populations under
such a field are shown in Figure 7. The optimized target is
a function of the parameters of the field that maximize the
population of the 1MLCT states. For the sake of simplicity,
we allowed the field to act on the first 50 fs of the dynamics.
The initial field is a Gaussian-shaped chirped laser with the
same parameters as described in the previous sections. For
these simulations, we employed a reduced model Hamilto-
nian only containing the MLCT band and the 3MC states.
The field has some initial grow of intensity up to 20 fs, and
a progressive lose of intensity up to 50 fs. Fourier transform
of the optimised laser is shown in Fig. S15. This is formed
by multiple frequencies between 0 and 3.5 eV. However, the
region around 3 eV shows slightly larger intensities which
coincides with the excitation energies of the bright MLCT
states (2.65 eV).

The evolution of electronic excited states population dur-
ing the first 100 fs under the optimized electric field is shown
in Fig. 7. The laser is optimised for the first 50 fs and then
the laser is turned off. The decay in the MLCT band popu-
lation is slower when the laser is active than in the reference.
At 50 fs, the population in the MLCT band is a 5% higher in
the optimized laser (excluding in both cases the population
in the ground state). However, once the laser is deactivated
the transfer from the MLCT band to the triplet manifold
is accelerated. At 100 fs, the difference in the MLCT band
population is lower than 2% between the optimised laser and
the reference. Despite the population in the MLCT band
is slightly increased when excluding population trapped in
the ground state, we observe that population remaining in
the ground state is about 8% in the optimised laser, while
in the reference simulation was higher than 58%. Therefore,
most of the population gained for the MLCT band during
the optimization process comes from the ground state.

Conclusion
In this study, we have determined the effect on the photody-
namics of Fe(bpy)3 of using several time-dependent electric
fields representing a UV/visible laser pump or a IR/Raman
pump combined with a UV/visible pump. The UV/visible
pump produce a wavepacket on the bright 1MLCT band.
We observe that such photodynamics gives a similar ki-
netic evolution of populations than the more simpler delta
pulse used in most common quantum dynamics simulations
of iron complexes. This indicates that the laser is neither
changing the shape of the initial wavepacket, nor prepar-
ing a wavepacket on a coherent superposition of states that
could significantly affect the photodynamics.

We have shown that a combination of IR/Raman pump
pulse prior to the UV/visible pump pulse significantly changes
de photoprocess, and is able to trap the population in the
MLCT. Indeed, the use of a vibrationally excited wavepacket
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Figure 7. Time-evolution of the diabatic population only includ-
ing excited states (top) and including also the ground state (bot-
tom). Reference diabatic populations from the initial vibrational
ground state is shown in full-color solid line for the ground-state
(orange), triplet metal-centered state (black), metal-ligand charge
transfer (blue) and high-spin state (magenta) on the left y-axis. The
time-dependent electric field is represented in red semi-transparent
line on the right y-axis.

in the high-frequency modes blocks the transfer from the
MLCT band. Consequently, a multiple excitation to sev-
eral ligand modes in a combination band could be used as
a way to increase the lifetime of MLCT states in any iron
complexes.

Optimal control theory is an alternative way to trap pop-
ulation in the MLCT band by tuning an electric field that
maximizes the population in such excited states. Despite
observing indeed a traping in the presence of the laser,
when it is turned off the population is transfered back to
the higher spin states following the usual photodynamics.
This probably indicates that the laser pulse should be con-
tinuously switched on in order to trap the population for
longer times.

In conclusion, the trapping of population in metal-ligand
charge-transfer states in Fe(bpy)3 is possible either by com-
bining IR/Raman and UV/vis pumps or by a specially de-
signed UV/vis pump. This opens up the route for converting
iron spin crossover complexes in photocatalysts by action of
external electric fields.
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